Tracks Master Architecture, Building and Planning 2019-2020

For the latest version, check educationguide.tue.nl/gs/abp

Here you can also find more information on the certificate programs, internships and graduation projects, and also more information on other master programs within Graduate School, e.g. Construction Management and Engineering.

You can use the remaining space for electives to:
• Follow electives offered to all tracks of the master ABP
• Follow core courses or specialization electives from other tracks within the master ABP
• Courses from other master programs within Graduate School, e.g. Construction Management and Engineering
• Do a certificate program: Building Technology, Construction Technology, Circular Design in the Built Environment, or another
• Follow courses at another university in the Netherlands or abroad
• Do an internship in the Netherlands or abroad

1. You can use the remaining space for electives to:

For AUDE there are three Register programs available if you want to become eligible for the Dutch Architects Register and/or Urbanists Register. These programs are variants of the AUDE track, and indicate the specialization electives you have to choose for the Register.

1 For AUDE there are three Register programs available if you want to become eligible for the Dutch Architects Register and/or Urbanists Register. These programs are variants of the AUDE track, and indicate the specialization electives you have to choose for the Register.